Corporate Customer Area

Reduce your administrative burden

Thanks to your Corporate Customer Area, you can report and monitor your employees’ cases of incapacity for work without assistance, easily and efficiently.

A tool that is easy to use

- Easy notification of your employees’ cases of incapacity for work using online reporting
- Secure transmission of medical certificates
- Assignment of access rights according to your needs
- Ability to track the progress of all reported cases
- Overview of payments made.
Our ambition

○ To make your life easier by allowing you to be self-reliant and to reduce the administrative burden of reporting and monitoring cases of illness or accident.

How?

○ By providing you with an overview of your situation at all times.
○ By speeding up the investigation of cases thanks to the full digital management of cases of illness and accident.

Advantages

○ Simple: no set-up required, automatic updates
○ Secure: secure login with double authentication by email or SMS text message
○ Autonomy: immediate assignment of a claim number in case of accident or illness
○ Ergonomic: enhanced forms and intuitive navigation
○ User-friendly: dynamic information accessible from the homepage
○ Free of charge: service included in your insurance solution
○ Extensible: compatible with other client platforms (HR management systems, SunetPlus, etc.)
○ Open-ended: in a continuous improvement effort, new functionalities will be made available over time
○ Participative: your comments and suggestions for improvements will allow us to develop the platform according to your needs.

Autonomy and simplicity

Submit to Groupe Mutuel

Complete the report

Track the progress of the claim

View all payments and reports made